Wyoming Line Card
America Light
(Sister company to Luraline Lighting) – American manufacturing and assembly. Short lead times.

Assured value in specified lighting. We assemble, package and market lighting products, including
lamps, ballasts, light poles, fixtures, and component parts for lighting solutions for mostly
commercial projects. We are committed to promoting quality products, excellent service, and
competitive pricing. Uniques allow us to fill a void in the marketplace-Innovation in Design,
Product Customization, Short Manufacturing/Assembly Lead Times

Adesso Home
Adesso, meaning “Now” in Italian, was founded in 1994 by Lee Schaak, who leads the design
force and Peggy Traub, a former Bloomingdale’s DMM. Adesso’s specialties are fresh,
contemporary, affordable lighting and furniture. Adesso is a design driven company with a proven
global appeal. Adesso creates new designs and uses new technologies in our lamps and furniture,
always at outstanding values. Our mission to create high design products for the masses is working
and has allowed us to be found at the leading retailers in the world.

Altech Electronics
Altech and our manufacturing arm, Ultron Industries, have been producing and distributing top quality
lighting products for over 30 years. Altech stands behind its products. We offer an unmatched 10 Year
Wrap-Around Warranty, LM70 100,000 hours, and the highest lumens per watt in the industry.

Arcus Light
Integrity Sales - covers Northern & Central Wyoming-North of I80

Explosion Proof/Hazardous Area LED Fixtures, Signaling Fixtures and Industrial LED Fixtures. Arcus
has been serving their customers since 1889.

Arkansas Lighting
Arkansas Lighting was founded in 1972 as Arkansas Lamp Manufacturing. We are a family-owned
business that focuses primarily on sales to the hospitality industry and related businesses such as multifamily and long-term care. We have existing contracts with the Air Force, and we are approaching the
20-year anniversary of our GSA contract.
Our modern facility is based in Van Buren, Arkansas with approximately 120,000 square feet of
manufacturing, warehouse, and shipping space. Total employee count varies seasonally but is typically
60-70 people. We have many long-term employees who have been with the company for 15, 20, even
25 years. Our central location reduces shipping time and expense to anywhere in the U.S.

Bulbrite
Integrity Sales – covers Northern Wyoming

Bulbrite has been in business for 45 years with a full line of Bulbs/Lamps. They are a master distributor
for SORAA LED Lamps. LED, Incandescent, Halogen, Krypton, Xenon, HID, Fluorescent, Fixtures
& Strings, Miniatures, CFL. Same day shipping in many cases.
We are driven by a cause greater than ourselves. We believe that light is so essential – so fundamental
– because it impacts every moment of our lives. Our dream is to touch the lives of many by providing
the most beautiful light possible.

Comet Art Lighting
Comet Art Lighting, a subsidiary of Art Manufacturers Inc. founded in 1972, has been manufacturing
quality products for 47 years and counting. All our products are 100% proudly manufactured in
U.S.A. Don’t delay your project’s deadline due to long lead times from overseas. With full control of
our supply chain, we can provide our customers reliable lead times.

Elco Lighting
Integrity Sales – covers Northern Wyoming

Elco Lighting is a comprehensive line of modestly priced recessed and track products. Undercabinet
fixtures, brick/step lights, exit/emergency fixtures, HID wall packs/floodlights & LED fixtures. All
low voltage, CFL & HID recessed downlights are assembled in the USA and use American made
transformers and ballasts that carry a 3-year warranty.

Emergensee Lighting
(Sister company to PROlite LED Lighting) Emergensee Lighting offers a comprehensive product
line of quality life safety lighting at a competitive cost. With over 2,000 products and
configurations, our wide range of exit signs, emergency lighting, inverter systems and LED battery
packs are backed by a five-year warranty. We pride ourselves on delivering the highest level of
customer service and expert life safety lighting advice. Emergensee Lighting is successfully
represented by 35 independent, experienced lighting reps across the country. We have various
warehouse locations strategically located throughout the USA to ensure quick shipping.

EverLast Lighting
EverLast Lighting was founded in 1997 EverLast Lighting has quickly become the leading
manufacturer of energy efficient Induction & LED lighting solutions for roadways, parking structures,
facilities and area lighting applications. With 43 lines of products and more than 4 models in each line,
and optional bi-level controls with on/off photo sensors, they have a lot to offer. Cobra heads, Shoe
box post top lights, Acorn post top lights, Garage fixtures, rectangular Cobra heads and PV /Wind
powered hybrid area lighting systems…All Made in the USA

Kanova & Co.
Kanova & Co., (Sister company to Terracotta Designs) was founded with one goal in mind: to redefine
luxury in modern lighting without compromise. Kanova & Co. pushes the boundaries of modern
luxury lighting from the perspective of ornate traditional-style lighting. Although designed with the
clean and restrained characteristics of modern aestheticism in mind, our products are inspired by past
works of classical antiquity and elegance. Kanova & Co. utilizes cutting edge metal crafting and
processing techniques to deliver unparalleled quality without resorting to exorbitant materials. We will
continuously strive to provide the best possible customer service and product quality— because
unmistakable excellence is the spirit of our art.

Luraline Lighting
(Sister company to America Light) The highest quality, outstanding customer service, and a multitude

of options. Luraline fixtures are stylish, durable, and promptly built just the way you want. They
feature cost-effective LED lighting solutions with premium drivers, multiple mounting options,
colors, finishes, and best of all, thousands of models to choose from. Everything adds up when you
think Luraline.

Lighting and Power Technologies
Lighting and Power Technologies LLC. is headquartered in Plano, TX they are experts that specialize
in LED fixtures, Fluorescent High Bays, LED Power Supplies, HID and Fluorescent Ballasts-including
electronic sign ballasts. For the past 20 years they have supplied a full range of standard products. They
offer DLC listed LED Fixtures from Holly Lite that are very price competitive.

Lite Tops
Lite Tops is made is USA fabric light fixtures and lampshades with numerous sizes & fabric options,
plus two different metal finishes. Custom capabilities include just about any size, finish, fabric option
& electrical configuration. An industry leader with a staff of talented craftsman.

Matthews Fan Company
Unique rotational ceiling (and wall) mounted fans in a variety of finishes and styles. Since 1992
Matthew Fan Company has combined ventilation solutions with contemporary designs. Their
handmade fans carry limited lifetime warranties and are UL listed.

Maxim Lighting
For 45 years, Maxim Lighting has defined lifestyle lighting, offering a variety of high quality indoor
and outdoor fixtures for your home, including chandeliers, sconces, pendants, ceiling mounts, and bath
vanities. With over 6,000 products, Maxim Lighting® growth and success stems from one simple
concept— treat customers and employees like family, and never settle for less than excellence.

ET2 Contemporary Lighting
ET2 Contemporary Lighting is a sister company to Maxim Lighting. At ET2 Contemporary Lighting,
we’ve been refining and redefining these cutting-edge lighting trends for more than 45 years, and now
it’s time to introduce that legacy to your own space. With over 4,000 distinct and noteworthy designs
to our credit, we offer the finishing touches you’ve been looking for in lighting. ET2 Contemporary
Lighting collections artfully blend luxurious finishes, smooth surfaces, and bold angles with creative
shapes and forms that transform ordinary rooms into exceptional spaces.

Melissa Lighting
Quality cast aluminum outdoor lighting. Manufactured in the USA. Extensive selection of decorative
styles for both commercial and residential applications. Complete families of fixtures in multiple sizes
& styles so all your fixtures will match. Post lights (and posts), wall fixtures & ceiling fixtures. Huge
selection of 53 hand painted colors on any style fixture. Dark sky compliant (using LED module) on
most models. Multiple lens and lamp options (incandescent, CFL, HID & LED modules). Long
standing reputation for unparalleled craftsmanship!

Prima Lighting
Low voltage lighting systems that offer monorail and cable products in addition to pendants,
picture/display fixtures, and miniature recessed fixtures with LED options on many. A wide array of
unique glass and metal shades with distinct appearance. Contemporary styling geared toward the
designer’s eye for value and style.

PROlite LED Lighting
(Sister company to Emergensee Lighting) PROlite LED Lighting offers a full line of indoor,
outdoor, and high bay LED lighting products. We only offer UL and/or ETL listed fixtures, with
DLC standards. In addition, all fixtures have a five-year product warranty, and we can quickly ship
over 90% of the inventory listed on our website. Our products range from commercial quality to
high-end specification, and architectural grade manufactured LED fixtures. With the everchanging lighting trends, PROlite LED Lighting is consistently upgrading our fixtures with the
latest LED technologies as well as adding new LED products to our line as they become available.
We sell exclusively through our experienced lighting manufacturer representatives located
throughout North America.

Solar One Solutions
Integrity Sales – covers Northern Wyoming

Independent photovoltaic (solar) power sources for a wide range of applications including, but not
limited to, lighting. Solar One systems include solar panels, batteries and LED light fixtures (if desired)
for lights on pathways, sidewalks, parking lots, bus shelters, etc. without the significant expenses of
trenching, power line construction and repaving.

Stiffel Lamps
Solid cast metal Made in the USA table and floor lamps. This is a revival of the original company with
many of their classic styles re-introduced, plus updated lamps in up-to-date finishes & shades. It takes
dozens of precise steps to achieve this beauty that, in the end, satisfies the tastes and aesthetics of even
the most discriminating. Heirloom quality that is truly a work of art. Each lamp is handcrafted to
achieve this exceptional beauty.

Terracotta Designs
Terracotta Designs (sister company to Kanova Designs) was founded in 2011 in Austin, Texas, from
a family background in industrial design and the manufactory business. Our classics-inspired line of
designs ranges from country-rustic to traditionalist modern. Our design philosophy goes beyond the
singular light to consider the interior space as a whole. Each lighting product, inspired by the respected
antiquity of traditional materials, is designed to perfectly illuminate, and draw out the unique
characteristics of the home. We believe lighting should reflect tasteful restraint- that instead of chasing
trends, elegance lies in a deep respect of the timeless classics. Our lights combine art movements and
modernized production techniques to create a truly unique lighting experience. Whether it be a rustic
country-style chandelier or sleek midcentury-modern fixture, Terracotta Designs would love to deliver
our unique brand of light and style into your home.

Vaxcel Lighting
A value priced lighting importer with popular designs for every room in the home. Featuring a wide
assortment of indoor and outdoor families that compliment your lifestyle and taste. AireRyder
traditional and unique ceiling fans matching most families and finishes. Your number one choice for
decorative residential lighting! Value and excellence!

Viz Art Glass
High-quality hand-blown art glass with unique color combinations & colors. Light fixtures (pendants,
chandeliers, table lamps), wall art pieces & tabletop pieces. Original designs & custom glass since
2006.

Wind River Ceiling Fans
Ceiling paddle fans in traditional, transitional and modern/contemporary styles with multiple finish
options and LED light options (some models). Offering 44”, 52”, 56”, 70” diameter models, plus one
model approved wet/outdoor locations. Optional light kits, wall & remote controls & downrod from
12” to 48” lengths. Feel the breeze with Wind River™

Yosemite Home Décor
Limitless possibilities with thousands of home décor products from a single company. Their product
lineup includes electric fireplaces, mantels, lighting & portable lamps, fountains, mirrors & home décor
accessories, artwork, plumbing (sinks, faucets & vanities) & reclaimed wood furniture. Simplify your
life and save on freight by ordering from Yosemite.

Zuma Lighting
Offers a wide range of quality outdoor lighting products specifically designed to meet the needs of
contractors, developers, and architects looking for the most affordable solutions.
We specialize in architectural, historical, decorative, sports, utility, industrial, hospitality, pole
manufacturing, and LED retrofit kits.

Integrity Sales

Mail: PO Box 1260, Belgrade, MT 59714-1260
Physical: 170 Andrea Drive, Belgrade, MT 59714-1260
Office (406) 586-6034 Fax (406) 586-1173
Email: infointegritysales@gmail.com

MFG

ADESSO HOME
ALTEC ELECTRONIC
AMERICA LIGHT
ARCUS
ARKANSAS LIGHTING
BULBRITE INDUSTRIES
COMET ART LIGHTING
ELCO
EMERGENSEE LIGHTING PRODUCTS /
PROLITE LED LIGHTING
EVERLAST
KANOVA
LIGHTING & POWER TECHNOLOGIES
LLC
LITE TOPS
LARALINE LIGHTING
MATTHEWS FAN COMPANY
MAXIM/ET2 LIGHTING
MELISSA LIGHTING
PRIMA LIGHTING
STIFFEL LAMPS
TERRACOTTA DESIGNS
VAXCEL
VIZ ART GLASS
WIND RIVER CEILING FANS
YOSEMITE HOME DÉCOR

ZUMA LIGHTING

FREIGHT TERMS
$2500/Non Stock pays freight
$2,000
$5,000
$3,500
Please call for freight information
$800.00
Please call for freight information
$1,400 / $1,000 trim only
$1500 FFA for Emergensee
$1000 FFA for Prolite
and $1500 for combined orders.
$4000
$2,000
$500/ $1500 on LED Fixtures, No FFA for Poles
$2,500
.
$500-$2,499.99 - 20% Freight Cap
$2500
$1,500
$1,300
$1,500
$3,000
$2,500
.
$500-$2,499.99 - 20% Freight Cap
$2,000
$2,000
$750
$3,000
•
Orders $4,001 +
- 10% Freight Cap
•
Orders $3,001-$4000 - 15% Freight Cap
•
Orders $2000 -$3000 - 20% Freight Cap
•
Backorders under 25% will ship out
immediately when available. If over 25%, item(s)
will ship with the next freight order
$3,000

